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Neutron Scattering and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Structural Studies of Protein-DNA Complexes

E. Morton Bradbury*. Paolo Cuasti. Xian Chen. Goutarn Gupta Bryan Imai,

Robert Moyzis. Rokrt Riuliff. and Santhana Velupillai

Abstract

This is the final report of a one-year. Litboralory-Directed Research and

Development (’LDRD) project at the Los Alamos National Lalxmat.my(LAIWJ.

The project sought to employ advanced biophysical measurements to study the

structure of nucleosomes and the structure of origins of DNA replication. ‘f’hc

fundamental repeating unit of human chromosomes is tie nucleosome. which

contains about 200 base pairs of DNA and 9 historic proteins. Genome

replication is strictly associated with the reversible acetylations of histones that

unfold chromatin to allow access of factors to origins of DNA replications. We

have studied two major structural problems: 1) the effects of histone aeetylation

on nucleosome structure, and 2) the structure of DNA origins of replication.

We have recently completed preliminary x-ray scattering experiments at

Stanford on positioned nucleosomes with defined DNA Sequence and length,

histone composition and level of acetylation. These experiments have shown

that lengths of [he DNA and acetylations of the histone H4 result in nucleosome

structural changes. To understand intemucleosomal interactions and the roles

of histone H 1 we hitve made preliminary x-ray scatter studies on rmtivc

dinuckosomes that have demonsuated the feasibility of tiese ex~riments. The

DNA sequence of the yeast replication origin has km synthesi7..d for structure

determination by multi-dimensionaJ NMR spectroscopy.

L Background and Research Objectives

The nuclcmome core particle is the fundamental repeating unit found in eukaryotic

chromatin and mpre.sents the lowest level of structural orga.nizxuionin h chromosome Small-

angk neulron scattering and x-my crystallography have shown hat the core pardclc is

composed of 146 Imsc puirs (hp) of DNA wrap~d in 1.75 Icft-hamkd, supcrhclical turns

* Principitl invcstigalor, c-mail: cmhfl?Ianl.gov
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around a protein octamcric core oi two each of the histones H2A. H2B. H3 and H4. The

overall dimensions of the disc-shaped core particle have been determined to be 55 .~ high by

110 A in diameter. The reversible c-N-acetylation of Iysines in Lhea.mi.no-terminal tails of the

core hismnes has long been associated with gene activation. DNA replication and

spermatogenesis. This has led to the theory that acetylation results in a more open and

accessible struc[ure of chromatin. Because of the paucity of neutrons at this time. we

performed a small-angle x-ray scattering (SAX) solution study at the Stanford Synchrotrons

Radiation Laboratory on nucleosomes reconstituted onto a 195 bp DNA molecule hat

contained a precise nucleo.some positioning sequence with either fully unacctyliited or

acctylated H4 and unacctylated H3.3. H2A 1 and H2B.

In the human genomc. 5-10 ~rcent of tie chromosomal DNA encodes for proteins.

The rest of the DNA was thought to be “junk.” However. Lhenotion of “junk” DNA is

conuadicted by two important observations. FirsL in higher cukaryotcs long stretches of non-

coding DNA sequences are conserved in tic functional loci such as telomeres. ccnwomcres and

replication origins. Slight changes in the DNA sequences of thtx loci affect their functions.

Second. tandem repeats or clusters of DNA sequences present outside the coding region of

many human genes have been shown to play crucial roles in gene regulation. For example. the

human insulin gene. insulin-like growth factors and their receptcr genes and the breast cancer

turnor antigen gene. mucin. are under such regulato~ controls. These observations can be

explained by one of the two mechanisms. Either these non-coding DNA sequences provide

specific targets for various gene regulatory proteins or they act as regulatory switches by

adopting unusual DNA structures with or w,thout protein factors. Intense research by us on

the functional roles of the unusual DNA structures strongly suppofl tic second mechanism.

2. Importance to LANL’s Science and Technology Base and National R&D

Needs

This project supports the Lidmatory’s core compctcrwy of bio,scicncc and

biot.cchnology. This work also cnhanccs LANLs ability to respond to it mujor initiative in

structural bioh~gy that has &n institutu.f by DOE’s ofticc of Ikxdth w-idEnvircmmcntal

Rc.scwch (OHER). Tim duvclopmcnt of iI biological neutron ,stxtttcring progmrn is critical to

t.hc Iong-tcnn DOE suppon for rwutron biological .scattcring at the Los Alamos Ncuu-on

Scatt.cring Center (LANSCE). In addition this project ha...successfully utilimd di.scovcr-ics

mudc by the Human Cwnot,w Project and answered questions of signilicwww in human genetics

tind di,scasc.
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3. Scientific Approach and Results to Date

3.1 Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering Experiments

Histones were puritled from I!cLa ccl] nuclei treated wi~ sodium bucyrate that inhibits

histone dcacetylase activity and results in enhanced lCVCISof histone acetylat.ion. The histones

were puri!led to homogeneity by a combination of high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) and fast pro[ein liquid chromatogmphy (FPLC) techniques. In order to ensure that

any differences seen between d-wparticles were due to differences in ac@ation, the same pool

of histones which differed only in the lCVCIof acetylation of H4 (either zero- or tetra-acetylated)

wem used to reconstitute nucleosomes onto a 195 bp nucleosome positioning sequence from

LheLytechinus 5S ribosomal gtmc. This particular sequenee results in about 18 bp of “extra”

DNA beyond the 5’ end of the positioning sequence and 31 bp beyond the 3’ end of the

sequence.

Small-angle x-ray scattering is dependent upon [he size, shape and composition d the

scattering molecule and the wavelength of the incident x-ray bmm. The parameter Q i~.

proponiona-1 to the angle of scattering and is defined as Q = 4psin(q)/1 where 2q is he angle of

scattering from the incident beam and 1is the wavclcngdt of the incident ligh~ Figure 1 shows

the scattering curves for the tetra-acetylated and nomteetylated particles and the best fit to the

data produced by GNOM, a scattering curve-lltting and analysis program. The open tiangles

are the data points for the tetra-acetylated nuclcosomes. while the open circles are the data

poinx for the nonacetylated nucleosomes. The lines represent the best fit to the data as

produced by the fitting program GNOM. The abscissa is proportional to the scattering

intensity and is an arbitrary scale. The curve for tie normcetylated particle is vcv similar to

previously published data. The undulations in the curve are caused primarily by interfcrcncc

between the supxhelical coils 01 DNA which vmp around the historic core of the nuclcosome

and to a lesser degree by intcrfcrencc with the historw protein core. The scattering is due mom

to the DNA coils. as compa.rcd to the protcm tom. hecausc 01 the higher cloctron density of

DNA relative to protein. The effect of the protein core is to sorncwhat Ilatten and slightly shift

tie overall scattering profile. The tctrwacclylatcd m-i nonacctylated CUIVCSclearly diverge

from each other at higher Q. Additionally. although tic pinks and wdlcys occur at similar

values d’ Q, the futures in the ~tm-acetylatcd curve w-emore fl~tten(:ij and Ic.ssdistinct.

F(]uricr ~an$f(~rmali(~ncxlrdct$ l.hc ptir distance distrihutkm i nformation from Lhc

scamxing cumcs and yields the puir distance distribution function or P(r), The P(r) is the

prolmbility 01-finding u pair 0( .scottcring ccntcrs within tic mohxulc a ciistarw r apart.

Additionally, thu

is mm. Figure 2

P(r) is weighted U]go to zero when the ttisumcc lwtwtxm the .sci.tttcting centers

shows the P(r) functions (or the tctr~-uuctylutwl and nonacctyl~tcd pwticlcs.
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Superimposed on the measured P(r) curves are the hcst lit P(r) curves based on modeling. The

mp graph shows the nonacetylated model and data. The bottom graph shows the tetra-

acc[yhed H4 model and dam The open symbols are the modeled data points while the solid

lines represent tic measumd data, The most signitlcant information that can lx obtahed from

the P(r) curves is the DmW or maximum dimension of the panicle which is indicated tiy the

poin[ at which the curve crosses the x-axis. The tetra-acctylated part-iclc clearly has a longer

DmW dum the nonacetylated particle ( 160A vs 140 A), which indicates that the tetra-acetylated

particle has a more extended st.mcture than the nonacetylated particle.

Model lltting was performed on tic P(r) curves using Biomod. a Monte Carlo-has 1

sol.id-modeling and P(r) curve-gerwrating program. This program was modified by lhc

addition of a nuclcosomc model generation program that models nucleosomes as a series of

cylindrical segments. The modeled P(r) curves (Fig. 2) are quite similar to their corresponding

measured P(r) curves. The best-lit non-acetylated model had 2.0 turns 0[ DNA wrapped

around the histone core with two DNA extensions of 16 and 12 bp extending tangentially from

the core. The best-fit tetra acetylated model had 1.83 turns of DNA wrap~d around the

histone com wi”h DNA extensions of 19 and 23 bp extending tangentially from the core. The

modeled and measured cutves diverge mostly about the central peak at about 60 ~ and above

100 & This is best explained by an inability to accurately model the location of the histones

tails. which account for up to 20 percent of the total protein mass, due to limitations in the

,modeling software. The tail mass was incorporated into the central protein cylinder.

However. if the W mass was associated with the DNA extensions, mass would be shifted to

the periphery of the model and pair distance lengths would be shifted from Lhemedium range to

the longest range. This would be consistent with the interaction of the hismnc tails with the

DNA extensions beyond Lhe 146 hp core region.

Rcprvsentalions of these models are shown in Figure 3. Side and top views of the

nonacetylated (left) and tetra-acetylated H4 (right] 195 bp nucleosome models are shown. The

models have a DNA superhelical pitch of 28 ~ per turn. exterior radius of 55 ~. and a protein

core cyiindcr of 35 ~ mdius by 55 ~ in height, The best-tit non-acetylated model {left) had 2.0

turns of DNA wrapped around the histone coru with two DNA extensions of 16 and 12 bp

extending tangentially from the core. The best-fit tctra-acctylated H4 model had 1.83 turns of

DNA wrapped around the historte core with DNA cxtensicms of 19 and 23 bp extending

Ungentiully from t.lwcore.

Thcsc resuhs and models arc consistent with the decrease in linking number change

witi amtylation on nuclcosorncs reconstituted onto C1O.SWJcircular t.andcm repeats of [hc

Lytech inus nuclcosornc positioning scqucncc. This earlier work suggested that revcrsib!c

historic ticctylution could act as a mcch;tnism in cukiuyo(ic CCIIS[(, intrm,h.w supxcoils into
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chromosomal domains. our results suggest [nc molecular mechanism by which this is

accomplished. A nonacctylatcd nuclcosome is capable of winding two mms of DNA around

he hismnc core through interactions of the histone FJ-terminal tails with the DNA extensions

beyond 146 hp. Acetylation of the H$ !Wermina.1 tail weakens [his interaction sufficicndy to

cause an unwrapping of 0.17 turns of ‘AcDNA from the nucleosome.

3.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy Experiments

Here we report the progress of our quantitative research on the functional roles of

unusual DNA su-ucmres. WC focus on thee areas of research where unusual DNA structures

arc cxpectcd to play important functional rks: (i) length pol-ymorphism and micro-satellite

instability, (ii) DNA mc[hylmion. and (iii) tandem repeaL%or sequence clusters as

confonnational switches in gene regulations.

i) Mkio-sitklliks are tandem repeats ot. di-. wi-. tctra-nucleotides. or longer sequences

hat arc interspersed throughout the gcnome. The micro-.satellims often exhibit length

polymorphisms. i.e.. variation in the repeat number. These length polymorphisms serve as

gerwic markers in many diseases like fragile X syndrome [FRAX), myotonic dystrophy (DM),

Huntington’s disease (HD). and breast cancers. In all genetically inherited r,curomuscular

disorders (i.e.. FRAX. DM. HD. etc.) the massive expansion of the tiplet repea~ coincides

with the onset of the disease. Therefore, it is important to ask: what is so special about these

tandcm repeats that naturally causes length polymorphisms and in some cases massive

expansions? We unambiguously demonstrate that the single strands of ‘Iw.sedisease related

triplets tend to form hairpin sructures during replication leading to sli~ page and expansion of

the repeat.

ii) Many human ,gcncs OR silenced by DNA mcthylation in which the enzyme. human

mcthyltransfwase, spccillcidly attaches a methyl group at position 5’ of the cytosinc residues in

the CpG steps. In many cases methyla[ion-dependent gene expression directly corresponds to

the initiation or progression of a di,scasc. For example. in FRAX, methyhttion of [hc 5’ CpG

island silcncc-s the FMR- 1 gene and signals the on.sc[ of the syndrome. In one third of the

breast cancer patients, the estrogen rcccptor (ER) gene is silenced by mcthylation of the 5’ CpG

sites, Tlw.sc oh.scrwtions raise the question: is there something special ahoul thc,sc CpG-nch

.Scqucnccs on the 5’ side of a gene that makes thcm more susceptible to mcthylation’? Indeed,

wc have shown that the prcfmrcd subswa’: of mtxhylation is o hairpin nol a WaLson-Crick

duplex. The gene regulatory .scqucncc tends to form a htiirpin witi CC pairs (not GC pairs) at

the txgct CpG siw of mcthylm.ion. The pmscncc of CC pairs in the hairpins stimulate

mcthykuion.



iii ) Spcuia.1DNA .w*qucnccs w-c i~~awd on dw 5“control side oi many growth factors

and their Iwcptors. These sequences. like the ~clomures. consisL of tandcm repuus or clusus

OI G- or C-sumch fo]lowcd by a spacer. This prompts us to ask: do the sequences of the G-

and C-rich strands also form domme-like structures? And if so. what is the mechanism by

which lhese unusual swuctures regulate transcription’? Here again we have shown that both the

G- and C-rich sequences of [hc.sc regulatory sequences fen-n unusual hairpin structures that

facilitate tmn.scripuon by creming nuclcase hypcr-smsilive sites and negative super-helicity.
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Figure 1: Small-angle sattering data and corresponding best-lit curves for nonacctyhued and
teuivacctyhted 195 bp nuckosomcs.
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Figure 2: Pti-distance distribution functions derived from small-angle scattering dam ~d
best-tit models.
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional represenuions ai the model used (o generate the best-lit P(r)
(unctions to the measured P(r) functions.
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